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**Assessment in Upper-Division Physics**

"Multiple Roles of Assessment In Upper-Division Physics Course Reforms," Steven Pollock, Rachel Pepper, Stephanie Chasteen and Katherine Perkins

**Conceptual Understanding in E&M**


**CUE – Electrostatics Assessment**

"Tapping into Juniors’ Understanding of E&M: The Colorado Upper-Division Electrostatics (CUE) Diagnostic," Stephanie V. Chasteen and Steven J. Pollock

**Developing Faculty Consensus Learning Goals**

"Facilitating Faculty Conversations: Development of Consensus Learning Goals," Rachel E. Pepper, Stephanie V. Chasteen, Steven J. Pollock and Katherine K. Perkins

**Difficulties with Ampere’s Law**


**Difficulties with Gauss’ Law**

"Our best juniors still struggle with Gauss’s Law: Characterizing their difficulties," Rachel E. Pepper, Stephanie V. Chasteen, Steven J. Pollock & Katherine K. Perkins
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